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M I I R A  1

The significant details of Miira are the fine curves and 
thin neck that gives a  graceful apperance. 

Miira collection is designed with the chandelier as a 
centre and expands into a complete series of lights, 
manufactured in the highest quality. 

The Miira Collection features hand-blown glass
globes with slight variances in the optic effect, 
which make each piece unique.

Miira 1 pendant is suitable over the dining table, 
smaller side tables and kitchen areas.

Product number: 03310223  -  Optic Clear glass.

Product number: 03310224  -  Opal White glass.

Dimensions:
ø140mm x 345mm
Ceiling plate: ø120mm
Black fabric cable - Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9
(Bulb not included)
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M I I R A  4

The significant details of Miira are the fine curves and 
thin neck that gives a  graceful apperance. 

Miira collection is designed with the chandelier as a 
centre and expands into a complete series of lights, 
manufactured in the highest quality. 

The Miira Collection features hand-blown glass
globes with slight variances in the optic effect, 
which make each piece unique.

Miira 4 a chandelier in perfect dimensions suitable 
both over the dining table, livingroom and kitchen ar-
eas.

Product number: 03040223  -  Optic Clear glass.

Product number: 03040224  -  Opal White glass.

Dimensions:
ø380mm x 465mm
Ceiling plate: ø120mm
Black fabric cable - Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9
(Bulb not included)
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M I I R A  W A L L

The significant details of Miira are the fine curves and 
thin neck that gives a  graceful apperance. 

Miira collection is designed with the chandelier as a 
centre and expands into a complete series of lights, 
manufactured in the highest quality. 

The Miira Collection features hand-blown glass
globes with slight variances in the optic effect, 
which make each piece unique.

Miira Wall has a balanced graphic look suitable for 
domestic and public spaces.
 

Product number:03480223  -  Optic Clear glass.

Product number:03480224  -  Opal White glass.

Dimensions:
175mm x 285mm
Black fabric cable - Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9
(Bulb not included)
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M I I R A  T A B L E

The significant details of Miira are the fine curves and 
thin neck that gives a  graceful apperance. 

Miira collection is designed with the chandelier as a 
centre and expands into a complete series of lights, 
manufactured in the highest quality. 

The Miira Collection features hand-blown glass
globes with slight variances in the optic effect, 
which make each piece unique.

Miira Table is an elegant yet simplistic table light, 
that works with a wide variety of uses.
 

Product number:03530223 -  Optic Clear glass.

Product number:03530224  -  Opal White glass.

Dimensions:
ø140mm x 345mm
Black fabric cable - Length: 2000mm

Socket: G9
(Bulb not included)
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M I I R A  6

The significant details of Miira are the fine curves and 
thin neck that gives a  graceful apperance. 

Miira collection is designed with the chandelier as a 
centre and expands into a complete series of lights, 
manufactured in the highest quality. 

The Miira Collection features hand-blown glass
globes with slight variances in the optic effect, 
which make each piece unique.

Miira 6 Chandelier can be adjusted in a long span, 
suitable for halls, stairs and corner spaces.

Product number: 03060223  -  Optic Clear glass.

Product number: 03060224  -  Opal White glass.

Dimensions:
ø340mm x max. 2500mm
Ceiling plate: ø340mm
Black fabric cable - Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9
(Bulb not included)
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M I I R A  1 3

The significant details of Miira are the fine curves and 
thin neck that gives a  graceful apperance. 

Miira collection is designed with the chandelier as a 
centre and expands into a complete series of lights, 
manufactured in the highest quality. 

The Miira Collection features hand-blown glass
globes with slight variances in the optic effect, 
which make each piece unique.

Miira 13 is a statement chandelier suitable for larger 
rooms and public spaces. The Chandelier can be 
customised in exclusive arrangement.

Product number: 03060223  -  Optic Clear glass.

Product number: 03060224  -  Opal White glass.

Dimensions:
ø900mm x max. 2500mm
Ceiling plate: ø900mm
Black fabric cable - Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9
(Bulb not included)
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Rock GreyMiira 1
Dimensions: 
ø140mm x 345mm
Ceiling plate: ø120mm
Black fabric cable
Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9 
(Bulb not included)

Miira 4
Dimensions: 
ø380mm x 465mm
Ceiling plate: ø120mm
Black fabric cable
Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9 
(Bulbs not included)

Miira Wall
Dimensions: 
175mm x 285mm
Black fabric cable
Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9 
(Bulb not included)

Miira Table
Dimensions: 
ø140mm x 345mm
Black fabric cable
Length: 2000mm

Socket: G9 
(Bulb not included)

Miira 6
Dimensions: 
ø340mm x max. 2500mm
Ceiling plate: ø340mm
Black fabric cable
Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9 
(Bulbs not included)
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MetalProduct GlassProduct number

03310223

03040223

03480223

03530223

03060223

Miira Collection

Miira 13
Dimensions: 
ø900mm x max. 2500mm
Ceiling plate: ø900mm
Black fabric cable
Length: 2500mm

Socket: G9 
(Bulbs not included)

Rock Grey Optic Clear03130223

Rock Grey Optic Clear03130224

Rock Grey Opal White03060224

Rock Grey Opal White03530224

Rock Grey Opal White03480224

Rock Grey Opal White03040224

Rock Grey Opal White03310224


